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Abstract

An apparatus for the measurement of the two transverse polarization components P
T1

and P
T2

of the positrons from
polarized l` decay is described. It makes use of a stroboscopic method which cancels many systematic asymmetries and
allows one to use muon stop rates in the order of up to 108 s~1. The experiment aims at an accuracy of *P

T1
"

*P
T2
"3]10~3 and by that at an improvement of the existing limit by nearly one order of magnitude. With these results one

will obtain an improved model-independent value for the Fermi coupling constant G
F

and more stringent limits to possible
violations of time reversal invariance in a purely leptonic reaction. ( 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 29.25.Pj; 29.40.Gx; 29.40.Mc; 84.30.Sk

Keywords: Polarized beams and targets; Magnetic components and techniques; Tracking detectors; Scintillation detectors; Data
acquisition; Cluster recognition

1. Introduction

The standard model [1}3] introduces the V}A
form of the charged leptonic interaction by con-

struction. It has been shown, however, that V}A
follows from a small set of experiments [4]. Present
experimental limits [5] still allow substantial con-
tributions of non-standard couplings. The
measurement of the transverse polarization of
positrons from the decay of polarized muons as
a chiral measurement is especially well suited to
search for exotic interactions in muon decay [6].
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Fig. 1. The transverse polarization P
T1

as a function of the reduced positron energy. Curves for non-zero g are given assuming a"0.
The standard model predicts g"0 (solid curve), the experimental limit from the direct measurement [8] is g"(11$85)]10~3

(without any assumption for a), the limit from the "t to all available data [5] is g"(!7$13)]10~3.

Using the notation of Ref. [5] one can derive
the following expressions for the transverse polar-
ization of decay positrons emitted in a plane per-
pendicular to the muon spin direction (0"p/2, see
Fig. 1):
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The decay parameters a@,b@,g"a/A!2b/A and
gA"3a/A#2b/A are related to the dimensionless
coupling constants gcek where c"S,V,T labels the
type of interaction (4-scalar, 4-vector, 4-tensor) and
e and k indicate the chirality (R,L) of the electron
and the muon, respectively [4]. The standard
model predicts a@"b@"a"b"0, thus
g"gA"0; only gV

LL
"1, all other gcek"0.

The component P
T1

is de"ned to lie in the plane
of muon polarization and electron momentum,
whereas P

T2
is perpendicular to that plane (see

Fig. 1). Independent of any model assumptions
a non-zero P

T2
violates time reversal invariance.

Obviously the "rst term in Eq. (1) represents the
standard model contribution to P

T1
, which due to

its proportionality to (1!x) is small when aver-
aged over the spectrum (SP

T1
T
SM

"0.003), whereas
P
T2

is forbidden in the standard model. From the
measurements of P

T1
and P

T2
as a function of x one

can derive a@/A,b@/A,g and gA and by that set limits
on the involved coupling constants. Assuming that
only one coupling occurred in addition to
gV
LL

a non-standard result for P
T

would correspond
to a non-zero gS

RR
describing a scalar interaction of

left-handed neutrinos with right-handed electrons
and muons. The measurement of P

T1
and

P
T2

allows one to determine the modulus of
gS
RR

and its phase relative to gV
LL

. Additional
charged scalar exchange particles occur e.g. in
models with Higgs doublets [7].

The determination of g from P
T1

(x) is of particu-
lar importance because it has to be taken into
account for a model-independent determination of
the Fermi coupling constant [6]:

G
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l
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For clarity radiative corrections and terms in high-
er order of m

%
/m

l
have been omitted. Presently the

contribution of *g to the error on G
F

is more than
an order of magnitude bigger than the one of *q

l
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup: 1 } Be target; 2 } graphite degrader;
3 } spin precession magnet; 4 and 6 } plastic trigger counters
T
0

and T
1
; 5,7 and 9 } drift chambers D

0
,D

1
and D

2
; 8 } mag-

netized foil with return yoke; 10 } anti-counter wall (ANTI,
partially shown); 11 } BGO calorimeter. Auxiliary scintillators
are not shown.

from the muon lifetime. Fig. 1 shows the in#uence
of di!erent values of g on P

T1
. The present experi-

ment aims at *P
T
"3]10~3. The result of the

former experiment [8], given as the average trans-
verse polarization of all emitted positrons, was
SP

T1
T"(16$23)]10~3 and SP

T2
T"

(7$23)]10~3.

2. Experimental setup and principle of measurement

Fig. 2 shows the most important components of
the setup. A beam of longitudinally polarized
l` (up to 100]106 s~1) with bunches every 19.75
ns enters the beryllium stop target. The usual prob-
lem in muon decay experiments is the long muon
lifetime which limits the maximum acceptable
muon rate to much less than the inverse lifetime if
one has to keep the correlation between each muon
and its decay positron. Here we use a stroboscopic
method described in the former experiment [8]
which completely removes the rate limitation men-
tioned above. Since the muons at the lE1 channel
of PSI arrive in bunches with the proton acceler-
ator frequency, one can choose a magnetic "eld
such that the precession frequency of the muon spin
is equal to the machine RF. When a new bunch of
muons arrives, the polarization of the stopped
muons in the target has turned by exactly 3603 and
thus aligns with the spins of the incoming muons.
This way the high muon polarization is well pre-
served.

The rotation of the muon polarization sweeps
the event pattern around the symmetry axis of the
apparatus and therefore cancels most systematic
errors from setup asymmetries to "rst order. The
transverse e` polarization is analyzed by making
use of the spin dependence of the annihilation in
#ight with polarized e~ in a magnetized foil. Ener-
gies and impact points of annihilation photons are
measured with the BGO calorimeter. Separate trig-
gers are de"ned for annihilation events, Michel
positrons (positrons from muon decay detected in
the BGO wall), cosmic-ray particles and processes
used for low-energy calibration. These triggers are
described in Section 9.1.

We have chosen the following coordinate system
for the experiment: the direction of the muon beam

gives the positive x-axis, the z-axis coincides with
the symmetry axis of the experiment and connects
the centers of the target and the BGO wall, while
the y-axis is pointing upwards, thus giving a right-
handed coordinate system.

3. Mechanical construction

One of the boundary conditions for this me-
dium-sized experiment is the construction of
a setup which can easily be moved into and out of
the experimental area. During the testing phase,
with beam times of the order of two weeks, it is
mandatory to be fast at installing the apparatus at
the beam and also at putting it away. At the same
time a precision asymmetry experiment has to be
carefully aligned, a requirement that can only be
ful"lled by a stable setup. To satisfy these condi-
tions the whole apparatus is built up on one plat-
form that can easily be moved with a crane and
placed on rails within the experimental area. The
rails also allow the movement of the setup along the
beam direction (corresponding to the x-axis). For
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normal data taking the target is 0.7 m away from
the last quadrupole. For beam pro"le studies the
precession magnet has to be moved out of the
target region, therefore the whole setup is moved
a further 0.8 m downstream.

On top of the platform a second frame is moun-
ted that supports all detector elements, the magnet-
ized foil, the precession magnet, and the target. It
can be moved vertically by $15 mm, which is very
important for several reasons:

(1) It allows one to position the beam in the center
of the target and of the precession magnet
corresponding to the origin of our coordinate
system, thus yielding a symmetric and centered
stop distribution relative to the arrangement of
detectors and magnetized analyzing foil.

(2) The centering of the stop distribution also en-
sures that most of the muons are stopped in
a region where the inhomogeneity of the mag-
netic "eld is smallest, yielding a high residual
polarization.

(3) Moreover, it is needed for the control measure-
ments where the beam line is switched from
positively to negatively charged muons. This
results in a vertical displacement of the stop
distribution, since from entering the precession
magnet to the target center the beam is bent
upwards for positive and downwards for nega-
tive muons by about 10 mm. The vertical
movement enables this to be adjusted quickly.

The BGO calorimeter is mounted on a platform
that is adjusted to the correct height with respect to
the target. The distance from the target to the BGO
wall can be varied over a range of 300 mm by
moving the BGO platform along the z-axis. This
distance is tuned to optimize the cluster separation
for true annihilation events compared to back-
ground events (see Section 9.2).

4. Muon beam and stop target region

4.1. Muon beam

The Paul Scherrer Institute's lE1 [9] is an
experimental area for an intense medium energy
polarized muon beam. Pions from the thick proton

beam target are extracted at an angle of 103 in the
forward direction using a triplet of half quadru-
poles. The pions are then momentum-selected
(220 MeV/c) by a bending magnet and focused by
a quadrupole doublet onto the entrance of the
muon channel, a superconducting solenoid of
8 m length, 120 mm inner free diameter and
4 T "eld strength. At a pion momentum of
220 MeV/c about half of the pions decay in the
solenoid. The muons are collected from pions
decaying in #ight. The second part of the beam line
is tuned to select muons with a momentum of
125 MeV/c (3% FWHM). This corresponds to
muons from backward decay in the pion center of
mass system leading to a high forward polarization
of a beam of positive muons in the laboratory
reference frame. The di!erent momenta for pions
and muons give a strong background suppression
for pions and for positrons originating at the pion
production target.

The muon beam spot at the position of the stop
target, measured without target and moderators
with a wire chamber, was 40 mm wide in z and 38
mm in y (FWHM). Before being stopped in the
target the muons are slowed down by a CH

2
wedge

moderator of adjustable width (14}26 mm) used for
"ne tuning and by a "xed 35 mm carbon moderator
(density 2250 kg/m3). The expected stop distribu-
tion of the muons has been determined by Monte
Carlo simulation. It is virtually unchanged in the y-
and z-directions perpendicular to the muon's direc-
tion of #ight. The distribution in the latter (x-)
direction is caused both by the momentum bite and
by energy loss straggling and amounts to 10.5 mm
(FWHM). The values in the x- and y-directions
have been con"rmed by measurements with the
experiment's drift chambers, taking into account
the e!ect of multiple scattering of the decay posi-
trons in the target and the "rst counter T

0
.

The muon bursts arriving at target position with
the 50.63 MHz frequency of the PSI ring cyclotron
were measured to have a width of 3.91(2) ns
(FWHM) [10].

Positive muon stop rates in a 40]40]40 mm3

Be target (see below) achieved in this experiment
are up to 60]106 s~1 at a proton beam current of
1.5 mA. The rate for negative muons is about three
to four times lower than that for positive muons.
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1Styrodur is a trademark of the BASF Corporation.

4.2. Muon stop target

The target material should not depolarize
muons, should have a density high enough to stop
the muons compactly in the center of the target,
should have the lowest possible nuclear charge Z in
order to minimize the decay positrons' energy loss
due to bremsstrahlung and should be easy to
handle. Pure beryllium (1848 kg/m3) was found to
ful"ll all four requirements best.

By stopping a large fraction of the beam inside
the target background from muon stops and decays
at other places is strongly reduced. In addition, the
target was mounted on a Styrodur1 slab of low
density (40 kg/m3) to reduce background events
from regions where the "eld is not homogeneous
enough. The setup of target support, moderator
and target can be "ne-positioned in all three dimen-
sions. Depending on the beam settings we used stop
rates between 20 and 60]106 s~1. This corres-
ponds to 60% of the incoming muon rate.

4.3. Precession magnet

The muon stop target is centered in the pre-
cession magnet. This magnet is used to precess the
muon polarization around the z-axis (symmetry
axis of the experiment) at a frequency matching the
RF of the cyclotron. It consists of two Helmholtz
coils within a return yoke with two cylindrical
openings for the muon beam entrance and exit,
two further openings on top and on bottom for
the monitoring of the muon polarization, and
two axial openings for the emission of the decay
positrons.

The magnet in use is the one of the previous
experiment [8]. To preserve the initial high muon
polarization great care has been taken to keep the
"eld within the stopping region as homogeneous as
possible. Di!erent "eld strengths at di!erent muon
stop positions lead to di!erent precession frequen-
cies and thus to an e!ective depolarization. The
error of our "nal result depends inversely on the
muon polarization. Since the muon lifetime is 100
times larger than the precession period one tries to

keep inhomogeneity to values below or equal to
10~3.

There are two kinds of inhomogeneity to be
considered: A spatial and a time-dependent overall
variation of the "eld. The spatial inhomogeneity is
due to the e!ect of connecting the copper coils with
the wires from the power supply. It was reduced to
the 10~3 level by adding appropriate iron pieces as
shims in the axial openings. The time-dependent
e!ect is a 300 Hz ripple of 1% amplitude due to the
recti"cation of the three phases of the mains within
the power supply. Although this could be corrected
by recording the phase of the main power supply,
we choose to dampen this e!ect by using a 10 mF
capacitor in parallel and two coils of a beam quad-
rupole in series. This reduced the ripple to a negli-
gible relative amplitude of 400]10~6.

5. Plastic counters

5.1. Polarization monitoring telescope

The signature of a possible transverse positron
polarization is proportional to the muon polariza-
tion. Therefore, in order to deduce the transverse
positron polarization, one has to monitor the muon
polarization in the stopping target. Here one makes
use of the muon decay asymmetry which is largest
in the precession plane. It is measured by a monitor
telescope consisting of three thin plastic scintil-
lators. These are positioned around x"0, z"0 on
the y-axis. One of the counters is mounted within
the precession magnet close to the target, while the
other two are placed on top of the magnet.

Fig. 3 shows the measured decay asymmetry
A

R
as a function of the magnetic "eld, together with

a resonance curve "tted to the data points. The
long-term stability of the magnet's power supply
has been measured to be better than $40]10~6.
This is two orders of magnitude smaller than the
width of the resonance curve and results in a negli-
gible change of the muon polarization.

5.2. Beam monitor detector

A small beam monitor, 3 mm in diameter and
1 mm thick is placed between the exit of the muon
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Fig. 3. Observed asymmetry A
R

in the polarization monitoring
telescope as a function of the magnetic "eld in the precession
magnet. The resonance curve has been "tted to the data points.
At the resonance the precession frequency is equal to the acceler-
ator frequency, and the muon polarization is maximal.

beam pipe and the wedge moderator. It is used to
measure the burst width of muons entering the
target and to monitor the stability of the beam.
Taking into account the time resolution of the
counter itself a muon burst width of 3.91(2) ns
(FWHM) has been observed.

5.3. Start trigger detectors T
0

and T
1

The start counters T
0

(95]115 mm2) and
T
1

(123]174 mm2) determine the solid angle of
acceptance for decay positrons from the stopping
target. Their thicknesses have been optimized, with
T
0

being 3 mm and T
1

2 mm thick, to keep mul-
tiple scattering of positrons small without loss of
detection e$ciency. T

0
is thicker in order to obtain

better timing resolution. Each of these counters is
read out by two photomultipliers in order to reduce
the position dependence of the timing, improve
photon statistics for better timing resolution and
reduce background from single photon counting
and from Cherenkov light in the light guides.

Their coincidence signal plays a central role in
the trigger logic, as it is used as positive evidence
that a particle has been emitted from the stopping
target in the direction of the magnetic analyzing
foil. In addition, the time di!erence between T

0
and

the RF signal of the accelerator allows one to
determine the direction of the muon polarization
vector at the moment of decay both for Michel and
annihilation events.

5.4. Anti-counter wall

The anti-counter wall is used to distinguish be-
tween charged and neutral particles detected in the
BGO calorimeter. It consists of two vertically seg-
mented planes of "ve and six plastic scintillators,
respectively, each with dimensions 750]155]
5 mm3. They are partially shown in Fig. 2. Typical
counting rates per scintillator are 200]103 s~1.

5.5. Cosmic-ray telescope

The cosmic-ray telescope consists of two pairs of
scintillator panels, one pair on top of and the other
pair below the BGO wall. The dimensions of the
upper counters are 1600]160]12 mm3 each, of
the lower ones 1220]160]12 mm3. These dimen-
sions were chosen in order to allow for angles of at
least 303 for cosmic tracks in the x}y-plane (plane
of the BGO wall). This ensures a su$cient event
rate even in the BGOs at the corners of the BGO
wall.

The readout is done with two phototubes at the
end of each panel, and the timing of one single
counter is de"ned as the mean timing of its two PM
signals. The two panels of each pair overlap by 90
mm, thereby de"ning three regions through which
a cosmic muon may pass. Using the region in-
formation from both pairs allows one to determine
the z position of the muon track through a BGO
module. This can then be used to correct for any
light collection e$ciency dependence on the inter-
action position in the crystals.

6. Drift chambers

Trajectories of positrons originating from the
target are measured with the drift chamber D

0
(see

Fig. 2) consisting of 10 detection planes. Each de-
tection plane consists of 24 quadratic drift cells with
cell structure depicted schematically in Fig. 4. The
cell width is 10 mm and the maximum drift time
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Fig. 4. The structure of a drift cell.

Fig. 5. Wire orientation in all drift chambers. All distances are
given in mm.

corresponding to half of the cell width amounts to
about 100 ns. The relatively small size of the cells
was chosen in view of the high load of the chambers
in the experiment of up to 2]106 s~1. With this
rate the level of accidental coincidences is about
20%. Except for small regions in the corners, the
electric "eld in the cells is cylindrically symmetric
and thus the distance}drift time relation does not
depend on the particle's angle of incidence. The
sense wires are set at a potential of #1550
V whereas the cathode wires are grounded. For the
chambers, a gas mixture of 90% argon and 10%
ethane at atmospheric pressure is used. Addition-
ally, saturated ethanol vapor at a temperature of
53C is added to the argon before mixing it with
ethane in order to reduce wire aging e!ects. Con-
secutive detection planes in the drift chambers are
grouped in pairs with the same wire orientation.
The detection planes in each pair are staggered by
half a cell width, in order to resolve the left}right
position ambiguity with respect to the sense wire.
The D

0
chamber contains two pairs of planes in-

clined at !303 with respect to the vertical direc-
tion, two pairs with wires inclined at #303, and
one pair with horizontal wires (see Fig. 5). This
con"guration of the detection planes allows the
measurement of the horizontal and vertical track
coordinates as well as unique identi"cation of
multi-hit events. The 10 detection planes improve
the overall detection e$ciency and reliability. The
spacing of two consecutive planes is 10 mm for
a pair and 15 mm otherwise.

The sense wires are made of 20 lm thick gold-
plated tungsten, whereas 50 lm Cu (98%)}Be (2%)
alloy is used for the cathode wires. Each detection
plane is built up using three frames made of epoxy-
"berglass with glued printed boards for soldering
the wires to. One frame contains alternately posi-
tioned sense and cathode wires spaced 5 mm apart,
on either side of which is a frame of 2 mm spaced
cathode wires. The sense and cathode wires are put
into place using 2 mm diameter plastic pins "xed on
the printed boards near the soldering pads. The
openings for these pins were drilled with digitally
controlled machine tools which have a position
accuracy of $20 lm, thereby guaranteeing highly
accurate positioning. The "berglass frames are as-
sembled in a pack and sealed at either end with an
aluminum frame covered with 20 lm aluminized
Mylar windows. Gas tightness is guaranteed by
2 mm diameter rubber O-rings. The alignment of
the various planes is achieved by means of 18 mm
diameter steel bolts penetrating the frames. Each
detection plane is equipped with two 16-channel
preampli"er-discriminator cards (LeCroy
2735DC). The drift time is measured using multi-hit
TDCs (LeCroy 3377) with pulses from the discrimi-
nators as start signals and the experimental trigger
as the common stop.

Particle trajectories are reconstructed using the
computer code `MEDUZAa [11]. The code allows
reconstruction of multiple-track events. The pro-
cedure works properly even if some of the planes do
not "re or if additional noise signals occur. The
relation between the drift time and the correspond-
ing distance from the sense wire (space}time rela-
tion) used by the reconstruction code is determined
by an iterative procedure described in Ref. [12].
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Fig. 6. Setup of the magnetized foil (1) and the return yoke (2).
All dimensions are in mm. Also schematically shown are the
coils (3) used to apply the magnetic "eld.

2Vaco#ux50 is a trademark of Vacuumschmelze Hanau.

The starting space}time relation for this procedure
is calculated using the uniform irradiation method
[12]. Next, corrections to these relations are cal-
culated iteratively from the mean deviations be-
tween the "tted tracks and the measured track
coordinates averaged over a large number of
events, typically of the order of 100]103.

The detection e$ciency for positrons is about
98% per detection plane. The rms position resolu-
tion for the detection plane, determined from the
scattering of the measured positions around "tted
tracks, equals 170 lm.

Two further drift chambers D
1

and D
2

(see Fig.
2), each containing but two of the planes described
above, are used in place of plastic scintillators as
thin counters, D

1
to reject annihilation events ori-

ginating in counter T
1

and D
2

as an additional
anticounter, rejecting events where a positron
is scattered in the analyzing foil and is not seen by
the anticounter wall, but still detected by the
(closer) drift chamber. The areal density of D

1
is

only 0.16 kg/m2, compared to 9 kg/m2 for the
1 mm thick Vaco#ux foil yielding the events of
interest and to 2 kg/m2 of the plastic scintillator
from counter T

1
. Thus, annihilation events origin-

ating in D
1

contribute less than 1% to the total
rate.

7. Magnetized Vaco6ux foil

To analyze the polarization of positrons from the
decay of polarized muons, a magnetized foil is used.
Incoming positrons annihilate with electrons with-
in the foil producing two photons. Since the cross-
section for this process depends on the relative
orientation of the spins of both particles, this
reaction can be used to measure the transverse
polarization of positrons if the polarization of the
electrons is known. Fig. 6 shows the setup of the
magnetized foil with the return yoke. The yoke
consists of two identical iron frames made from
ARMCO pure iron. The 1 mm thick analyzing foil
is clamped in between these frames. Its thickness
was optimized to get a maximum number of anni-
hilations, while keeping multiple scattering of
the positrons, background from bremsstrahlung
and energy loss small. The foil is made of

Vaco#ux502 which consists of 49% Fe, 49% Co
and 2% V [13]. This material was chosen because
of its high maximum induction of B

.!9
"2.35 T

and therefore a high electron polarization. The
electron polarization within the foil is calculated
from

P
%
"2

B

k
0
N

%
k
B

g@!1

g@
. (4)

In this equation B is the magnetic induction within
the material, N

%
the electron density, k

B
Bohr's

magneton and k
0

the vacuum permeability. The
gyromagnetic factor g@ for an alloy consisting of
50% Co and 50% Fe is g@"1.916$0.002 [14].

Using the hysteresis curve shown in Fig. 7 and
assuming an operating current of I

01
"$2 A the

electron polarization within the foils is P
%
~"8.2%.

Due to stray "elds in the air, the electron polariza-
tion in the magnetized foil is not homogenous
over the total "ducial area used for annihilation
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Fig. 7. Hysteresis curve of the Vaco#ux foil, embedded in the
return yoke, and measured in the center of the foil. The dots
indicate the operating points.

Fig. 8. Induction measured in the magnetized foil at di!erent
positions l along the x-axis. The position l"0 cm corresponds
to the center of the "ducial area used for analyzing annihilations.
The line is a parabola "tted to the data.

reactions. Fig. 8 shows the induction for various
positions l along the x-axis. The dependence of the
electron polarization on position, although a small
e!ect of +1%, has to be taken into account in the
analysis of the annihilation events. During data
taking, the polarization of the analyzing foil is
reversed every hour to reduce systematic e!ects.
This is done by driving the full hysteresis cycle.
Starting at the current operating point, e.g.
I
#
"#2 A, the current is increased to a maximum

value of I
.!9

"#10 A, then decreased down to

I
.*/

"!10 A, and "nally increased again up to
the reverse operating point, e.g. I

#
"!2 A. Dur-

ing the whole cycle the slope is 1 A/s, except at the
end points of the hysteresis curve ($10 A), where
the current remains constant for 10 s.

8. BGO calorimeter

8.1. General description

The calorimeter used for photon and electron
detection consists of 127 modules, each containing
a BGO crystal and an EMI 9954KA phototube
directly glued to the crystal. These modules have
been assembled and used as two separate arrays of
64 crystals each in a previous experiment [15]. The
crystals are hexagonal in shape and 200 mm long
('17 radiation lengths) with an inner diameter
of 55 mm. Each crystal was individually covered
with white Millipor "lter paper according to its
light transmission characteristics to optimize the
light output. This output depends slightly on temper-
ature, the variation being about !1.5]10~2 K~1.

In order to keep temperature e!ects small, the
crystals are mounted inside a wooden box insulated
with Styrodur and Styrofoam. Additionally, to
avoid heating within the box, the voltage dividers
are placed outside the BGO-housing and connec-
ted to the photomultipliers via #atband cables.

The overall-gain stability of the detector was
monitored by periodically "ring an LED in each
module with an LED pulser (see Section 8.5). To
avoid fast aging of the photomultipliers, the anode
current is kept well below 10 lA.

8.2. Front-end electronics

The photomultiplier signals are fed into custom-
designed front-end electronics [16]. Each front-end
module provides the BGO signal at four di!erent
outputs, each with a di!erent gain. The output for
the ADC has to be delayed by 300 ns to account
for the time needed to identify the various events.
This delay is done by single in-line delay lines
(data delay devices 2214-400B). They provide an
adjustable delay between 0 and 400 ns without
signi"cant loss in signal quality.
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Fig. 9. Distribution of the ratio of pulse height to muon track
length for one BGO module. The distribution results from
a sample of cosmic-ray events accumulated during 64 min of
data taking.

8.3. Analog summing unit

For the reduction of low-energy background
contributing to the trigger, a lower threshold for
the total energy deposited in the BGO calorimeter
is set. For this purpose the analog signals from the
front-end electronics of all BGO modules are sum-
med. For the energy range investigated in this ex-
periment (E

%
`453 MeV) the signals from the

BGO front-end electronics have amplitudes be-
tween !10 and !1000 mV, a fall time of
t
&
+10 ns, and a rise time of t

3
+150 ns, a repeti-

tion rate between 5 and 50 s~1, and may have an
o!set of up to $70 mV. This o!set adulterates the
proportionality of the sum to the deposited energy,
therefore, an analog summing unit (ASU) has been
built to compensate.

The ASU consists of nine identical NIM mod-
ules, each with 16 inputs and four summing out-
puts. Eight of these modules are used to sum 16
analog BGO signals each. The ninth, identical,
module sums the outputs of those eight modules
giving the desired sum of all 127 BGO signals. Each
module contains 16 o!set-compensated preamps,
one summing ampli"er and four output bu!ers.
The o!set introduced per module is better than
$2 mV ensuring a minimal shift of the signals.

8.4. Energy calibration and resolution

The energy scale at which the system has to be
calibrated is given by the end-point energy of the
Michel spectrum of 53 MeV and the need to
measure energies as low as possible in order to
reconstruct an accurate cluster energy by summing
the energies of the contributing BGO modules.
Generally, only a small fraction of the energy is
distributed to neighboring modules. A typical value
for the lower thresholds is 0.5 MeV.

At the high-energy end the BGO energy response
is calibrated in beam using the cosmic muons
traversing the BGO wall and the cosmic-ray tele-
scope described in Section 5.5 [17]. The method
used is similar to the one described in Ref. [18].
Because of the high granularity of the BGO wall it
is possible to determine the muon trajectories and
the path length in each module. The ratio of the
ADC conversion (pedestal o!set taking into ac-

count) and the track length for a module is propor-
tional to the mean energy loss of muons in the
BGO material (see Fig. 9). For muons of relatively
high energy triggered by the cosmic-ray telescope
the mean energy loss is almost constant and equal
to 8.6 MeV/cm. Assuming linear response of photo-
multiplier and ADC, one can determine the calib-
ration factor for each module. The linearity
assumption was cross-checked at low energy by
means of an Am}Be source. Its 4.43 MeV photons
are measured in the BGO wall in coincidence with
a small plastic scintillator serving as neutron
counter. Fig. 10 shows the corresponding energy
spectrum of one BGO module. Due to compton
scattering of the incident photons the spectrum is
not of gaussian shape. To calculate the energy res-
olution a function f(x) consisting of an exponential
on the left side of the spectrum and a gaussian on
the right side was "tted to the measured distribu-
tion:

f(x)"G
a exp(!(DxD!k), x(k

a exp(!(x~k)2
2p2 ), x'k.

(5)

The distribution of the standard deviation r result-
ing from the "t for all modules is shown in the
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Fig. 10. Energy spectra of an Am}Be c source for one BGO
module (left picture) and distribution of the normalized standard
deviation for all modules (right picture). The phenomenological
curve "tted to the spectra consists of a gaussian on the high-
energy side and an exponential function on the low-energy side
of the peak.

Fig. 11. Schematic drawing of the LED pulser system.

right-hand picture of Fig. 10. The central value of
10% agrees well with the value of 2% measured
previously at 70 MeV energy [16], if one assumes
a scaling by the square root of the energy.

8.5. Monitoring with LEDs

A system of LEDs is installed with the BGO
calorimeter. It consists of an LED attached to the
back of each BGO crystal next to the photomulti-
plier, and a controlling pulser unit. The peaks pro-
duced are used to monitor the stability of the BGO
detector system by detecting gain shifts of the
photomultipliers for di!erent event rates and be-
tween beam-o! and beam-on, in particular. A loss
of gain for a particular module due to aging of the
photomultiplier can also be detected using the
LED peaks.

The LEDs are "red in groups of 16 modules and
a special trigger type is assigned to those events.
The choice of 16 BGO modules per event was made
in order to create event lengths comparable to
those of the other trigger types used. A multiplexing
system "res the groups of 16 modules one by one.
For each module between 0 and 8 pulses of di!erent
magnitude can be produced by the LED pulser,
thus providing the possibility of having several
LED peaks distributed through the ADC spectra.
Typically 3 or 4 LED peaks per module are used

during data taking. The pulsing of the LEDs is
triggered by an external clock.

Fig. 11 shows the setup of the whole LED pulser
system. The LED pulser unit is remote-controlled
by a driver program running on a computer that is
connected to it via a serial interface (see Section
10.2). The controller board of the LED pulser has
been realized with a Motorola microcontroller
(MC68HC811E2), an ALTERA programmable
logic gate array (EPM 7160 S) and an EEPROM
by SGS-Thomsom (M28C64). The combination of
these components enabled the design of a very
#exible, powerful, programmable system. The
microcontroller is responsible for the communica-
tion with the computer. In the EEPROM the
values for the amplitudes of the light pulses that are
adjusted with the driver program are stored. The
LED pulser unit also contains 16 LED output
driver modules to which the controller sends in-
formation via a 12 bit DAC data bus and a 4 bit
LED-channel address bus. Each of the output
driver modules contains a DAC that produces an
output voltage which controls the amplitude of the
LED pulses. The 16 modules are "red simulta-
neously when an LED pulse gate signal is received
from the controller. Before each shot, the controller
programs the DACs of the modules one by one.
After the shot, the DACs are reprogrammed and
another set of 16 LED pulses is "red.

9. Data acquisition

9.1. Trigger types

Separate trigger types are de"ned for annihila-
tion events, Michel positrons, cosmic-ray particles,
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nc coincidences and LED monitoring:

(1) Michel triggers (non-interacting positrons) re-
quire hits in the counters T

0
, T

1
, ANTI and in

the BGO wall (for the positions of the counters
see Fig. 2). Here the drift chamber D

1
supplies

additional spatial information.
(2) Annihilation triggers are de"ned by T

0
, T

1
, no

hit in ANTI, no hit in the last drift chamber
(D

2
) and at least two well-separated clusters in

the BGO wall. In addition, in the o%ine evalu-
ation drift chambers D

1
serves as an almost

massless and e$cient anticounter to detect and
discard annihilation events originating in
counter T

1
, which otherwise would contribute

a substantial background from unpolarized
electrons. Three measures ensure an e$cient
reduction of the low energy:
(a) an individual threshold for each BGO

module;
(b) a threshold for the sum of all BGO outputs;
(c) the de"nite identi"cation of the two clusters

associated with annihilation-in-#ight (see
below).

(3) Cosmic muons can be triggered with beam on
by requiring hits in the scintillation counters
on top and below the BGO wall, no hit in T

0
,

and both a high multiplicity ('4 crystals) and
a high sum energy in the BGO wall
('150 MeV). Cosmics are used for calib-
ration of the BGOs at energies around 50
MeV.

(4) The trigger for nc events from an Am}Be
source requires a coincidence between a special
counter for the neutron and a BGO module for
the photon (only during beam-o! times).

(5) For LED events the data acquisition is trig-
gered by an external clock.

9.2. Cluster recognition

The measurement of the positron polarization is
based on the analysis of annihilation-in-#ight
events. The annihilation of a positron of total en-
ergy E

1
with an electron of mass m in the magnet-

ized foil produces two photons of energy E
3

and
E
4
, respectively, and with an opening angle 0:

E
3
#E

4
"E

1
#mc2 (6)

cos0"1!
mc2(E

3
#E

4
)

E
3
E
4

. (7)

For equal photon energies E
3
"E

4
"(E

1
#mc2)/2

the opening angle 0 is minimal:

cos0.*/"1!
4mc2

mc2#E
1

. (8)

In this experiment positron energies are smaller
than 53 MeV, which leads to a minimum distance
between the impact points of the two annihilation
photons on the BGO wall of 150 mm. This is
roughly three times the inner diameter of the BGO
crystals.

The energy of a photon hitting a crystal is gener-
ally contained within that crystal, although a small
part may dissipate to one or two of its immediate
neighbors. Therefore, annihilation leads to two
well-separated clusters. A cluster recognition unit
(CRU) has been designed to detect these events and
exclude all other events at this trigger level. At
present only two-cluster events are analyzed, al-
though events with higher cluster multiplicities are
recorded. They will require an elaborate treatment
in order to identify the bremsstrahlung photon
emitted prior to the annihilation.

To reduce accidentals the CRU is gated with a 10
ns common gate for all channels. This gate is pro-
vided by a coincidence of the two start counters
T
0
)T

1
in anticoincidence with the anticounter

wall, thus preselecting annihilation candidates and
rejecting pure Michel events. Within the gate the
CRU analyzes the cluster pattern of the BGO dis-
criminator output signals. Events are accepted only
if the photons hit any of the 91 inner modules. The
crystals of the outermost hexagonal ring of BGOs
serve only to collect the small portion of energies
dissipating from the crystals hit. For the 91 inner
BGO modules the cluster recognition makes use of
the minimal distance between the clusters. It forms
projections of all crystals with signals above a com-
mon threshold along each of the three symmetry
axes of the crystal array. For two clusters from
annihilation events the separation is seen in at least
one of the projections.

The projection as well as the principle of detect-
ing clusters in these projections is illustrated in
Fig. 12. The BGO discriminator output signals
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Fig. 12. Projections of rows of crystals along the three sym-
metry axes of the crystal array (left-hand side). The right-hand
side shows the corresponding logic used to identify two-cluster
events.

3FERA is a trademark of the LeCroy Corporation.

within one row are connected to a logical OR gate.
This OR gate gives a logical `1a at its output if at
least one of the BGOs within this row was hit. The
11 inner rows thus form a 11-bit pattern represent-
ing the projection along the speci"c axis. Because
hits in the outer ring of BGO modules are not taken
into account, the value `Xa is set to 0 for the CRU.
From those patterns the number of clusters in each
projection is determined by counting the number of
continuous sequences of logical `1a. The counting
of the number of clusters in the bit pattern is done
by wiring each two neighboring bits in the 11-bit
pattern to an XOR. This XOR will give a `1a for
every transition from `1a to `0a or from `0a to `1a,
counting the number of transitions in this pattern.
The number of transitions is equal to twice the
number of clusters in the bit pattern, i.e. the projec-
tion. The counting of the transitions in each projec-
tion is done by an analog summing of the voltages
from the XOR exits and feeding the resulting volt-
age into discriminators. One threshold is set in
order to signal at least four transitions (correspond-
ing to two clusters), while a second one is set to
signal more than four transitions. The CRU accepts
an event if in at least one of the three projections
there are two clusters but not more than two in any
of the projections.

Most of the background annihilation events are
due to additional emissions of bremsstrahlung
photons by the incoming positron in the direction
of the BGO wall. Since bremsstrahlung is strongly

peaked in the forward direction, and the minimal
distance between annihilation photons is three
times the inner crystal radius (see Eq. (7)), it is
possible to further reduce these background events
by demanding a gap of two crystals between the
clusters. Hence for a positive trigger at least two
logical `0as between the two clusters are required in
at least one of the projected bit patterns.

The implementation of the above in the CRU is
as follows. In parallel to the logical operations
described above (XOR after projecting) there is
a chain OR}XOR for neighboring channels after
projecting. The OR operation "lls the zeros of -101-
bit patterns (and thereby discards clusters with only
one BGO not "ring in between), while for a -1001-
pattern one zero remains, so that the successive
XOR treatments as already described recognizes
the clusters. If there are still (at least) two clusters
identi"ed in at least one of the bit patterns, and the
other parallel logic identi"es not more than two
clusters, then the CRU will accept the event.

9.3. Readout system

As described above, the main detection system,
intended for tracking and polarization analysis of
positrons, consists of three types of detectors: the
plastic scintillators, the BGO crystals and the drift
chambers. These three classes of counters will be
referred to in the following as detection sub-sys-
tems } trigger, BGO and chamber sub-system, re-
spectively.

The analog information from the whole detec-
tion setup is digitized in a specially designed fast
readout system, allowing a high data throughput
without signi"cant dead-time. Our readout system
is based on the standard FERA3 con"guration. The
limitations inherent in the original FERA system
are avoided by application of a custom CAMAC
module (the FERA extender), enabling extension of
the FERA busses, division of the hardware into
sections driven by separate gates and the tagging of
event parts in a consistent way. The full functional
description of the multi-crate FERA system can be
found in Ref. [19], here only the features relevant
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for the discussed experiment are brie#y pointed
out.

For digitizing the energy information we use the
LeCroy 4300B charge-sensitive ADCs while for
measuring time intervals the LeCroy 3377 TDCs
are implemented. For high-resolution time
measurement we use the LeCroy 3371 Spectro-
scopy TDC. The readout system components are
organized in a manner matching the detection sys-
tem arrangement into sub-systems. Every sub-sys-
tem contains one or more sections, each driven by
a separate gate (used either as the ADC integration
gate or as the common stop signal for TDCs),
whose data busses are connected sequentially with
the use of the custom FERA extender module. The
drift chamber sub-system is composed of 14 TDC
modules, corresponding to the number of the detec-
tion planes (total of 336 active channels). In the
BGO sub-system the same type of module is used
for recording the BGO time relative to the trigger
(section with 127 channels) while the other section
(again 127 channels) is built out of eight ADC
modules. The trigger sub-system comprises three
sections, containing respectively a few ADC and
TDC modules and a spectroscopy TDC (around 20
channels in total).

The readout of the digitized data is performed in
parallel in all sub-systems through the FERA data
bus to the 16 kWord dual port bu!er memory
modules (LeCroy 4302). Employing a pair of mem-
ories in every sub-system allows avoidance of the
dead-time connected with emptying the memory
bu!ers over the CAMAC dataway. During the
memory readout the data #ow is redirected to the
complementary bu!er. The synchronization and
gate signals are distributed in every sub-system by
its own FERA driver (LeCroy 4301). The co-ordi-
nation of the full system is performed by a single
FERA Manager (LeCroy 3304), which is equipped
with a logic system for distributing and multi-
plexing the control signals. Since the information
for every event is distributed over the three bu!ers
it is necessary to tag the events in each bu!er in
a unique way. This task is performed by custom
tagger modules (another mode of operation of the
extender mentioned before), which conform to the
FERA protocol and insert the event identi"cation
word prior to any data words in the memories. On

obtaining the master-gate signal from the manager
all taggers increment their counters and after initia-
lization of the readout sequence they put their
counter word onto the data bus, similar to the
regular digitizing modules. The counters are
cleared simultaneously at every memory switch en-
forced by the manager when it detects an over#ow
of the preset address space in any of the currently
active bu!ers.

The system described above is, to our knowledge,
the "rst complete solution in which the possibilities
of applying various gates as well as FERA-based
tagging of events in several sub-systems are pro-
vided in a clean way. This method allows the full
exploitation of the bu!ering ability of the parallel
FERA readout and shifts the task of assembling the
full events from the fragments accumulated in sub-
system memories to the back-end computer. This
removes the necessity of performing an on-line
event building, thereby reducing the overall
readout time. Most of the necessary tasks are per-
formed autonomously by the FERA system. Only
the initialization of various modules and the com-
mand to read out the memory units is controlled by
the data acquisition processor. This allows for very
easy hardware changes in the readout setup as long
as the number of sub-systems remains constant.
The complete system by itself can attain rates of
about 500 kByte/s (i.e. some 3000 s~1 moderate-
length events).

In this experiment we use a data acquisition
system consisting of two processors. The actual
DAQ program runs on a Starburst module (CES
2180 ACC with a J11 DEC processor), connected to
Ethernet via a CES 2136 Q22 Adapter and control-
ling the CAMAC Branch by means of a CES 2280
SCI Interface and Parallel Branch Coupler (BR-
CPR-3 Fischer Controls). In addition to servicing
the FERA system interrupts this processor exerts
control over some auxiliary detection systems, like
the beam polarization monitor and various sets of
scalers. The data streams formed by the front-end
processor are sent to the back-end VAXstation
4000/90 via ETHERNET, where they are stored
and fed into a bu!er manager for subsequent trans-
mission to on-line monitoring tasks.

The CAMAC readout of the FERA memories
may pose a bottleneck for the event throughput. In
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Fig. 13. Two examples for the LabView displays used with the
slow control. Left picture: Display for the current in the coils and
the induction in the Vaco#ux foil. The grey square in the dia-
gram indicates the current position on the hysteresis curve.
Right picture: Display of the temperatures measured by four
sensors. Three are at di!erent positions inside the BGO box and
one is outside.

the present implementation of the standard PSI
acquisition software the transmission is limited also
by the Starburst's ability to export its data streams
to the back-end receivers at a maximum of 100
kByte/s. In practice we were able to work with
reasonable system stability at some 70% of the
speci"ed rate. Thus, considering that our typical
event was engaging around 30}50 digitizing chan-
nels, our event rate was limited to some few hun-
dreds per second. In the near future we plan to
signi"cantly improve the event rate capability of
our DAQ system by replacing the front-end proces-
sor, the dual-port memories and software. The
MBS DAQ system of GSI Darmstadt [20] with the
front-end VME-hosted PowerPC processor board
will be used, which should increase the total
readout speed by a factor of at least 20. Since the
transmission speeds of the FERA ECL bus and
VME bus are quite similar the full capability of the
readout system should then be approached.

10. Slow control

10.1. Overview

The currently used slow-control system serves
the following purposes:

(1) controlling two crates that supply the high
voltages for the BGO detectors, the drift cham-
bers and the various scintillation counters,

(2) de"ning the two operating points for the mag-
netized foil by setting the currents of the coils
which produce the magnetic "eld,

(3) setting the number and the positions of the
peaks generated by the built-in LEDs of the
BGO detectors,

(4) monitoring the temperature inside the box
containing the BGO wall and the outside tem-
perature.

The whole system is controlled by a computer
running under Windows NT placed next to the
experimental setup in the area. This computer can
be operated locally or remotely.

For the control of the foil magnetization, the
LEDs and the temperature measurements a pro-
gram based on the graphical programming system

LabView has been developed. These three tasks are
ful"lled by independent sub-processes. The main
program provides a panel from which the sub-
processes can be started or stopped and on which
the status of each sub-process is indicated. The
main program also runs a data-log in which all the
actions carried out by the main program and the
sub-processes are logged and written to a "le.

10.2. Foil magnetization control

The slow-control sub-program for the magnet-
ized Vaco#ux foil controls the low-voltage power
supply for the two induction coils and displays the
magnetic induction in the foil measured by an elec-
tronic #ux-meter. The program is used both to
drive the full cycle of the hysteresis curve (see Sec-
tion 8) and to set the operating current for the
measurement. The sub-program for the magnetized
foil also provides a display (Fig. 13) showing the
coil current I

C
and the magnetic induction in

a two-dimensional diagram. A hysteresis curve of
the foil as measured in the laboratory is shown for
comparison.

10.3. LED pulser control

Communication between the slow-control PC
and the LED pulser is message-based and is done
via one of the serial ports of the PC. The slow-
control sub-program to control the pulsing of the
LEDs provides a panel that can be used to easily
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carry out various operations. The program com-
poses the appropriate messages, sends them to the
LED pulser and handles the pulser's answers to
these messages. It allows the setting of the number
of di!erent pulses (between 0 and 8) to be produced
for each module, to change the DAC value of
a single peak in a certain module, to send a com-
plete DAC table containing all the peaks in all
modules, to write these settings to a "le and to read
the settings from a "le written earlier. The program
also displays the current DAC settings applied to
the LED pulser.

10.4. Temperature measurement

The temperature inside the box containing the
BGO wall is stabilized passively using 20 mm thick
layers of Styrodur on the inner sides of the walls for
insulation. To verify that this prevents large tem-
perature #uctuations inside the BGO box the tem-
perature needs to be measured and monitored.
Therefore, three temperature sensors are placed at
di!erent positions inside the box. An additional
sensor on top of the box is used to measure the
outside temperature.

The temperature part of the slow-control pro-
gram displays the values measured by the four
sensors and records the values of the last 48 h in
a diagram (see Fig. 13). The program also regularly
writes the temperatures to disk to allow them to be
included in the data analysis. By default the values
are stored every 10 min, but this time can be
changed by the user.

The measurements have shown that even for
rather large changes of the outside temperature, the
temperature inside the box containing the BGO
detectors varies only in a range of about 2 K (see
Fig. 13).

11. Summary

An improved apparatus to measure the two
transverse polarization components P

T1
and P

T2
of

the positrons from polarized l` decay as a function
of the positron's energy has been built and used
successfully. It makes use of a stroboscopic method
which cancels many systematic asymmetries and

allows the use of muon stop rates up to the order of
108 s~1.

Great care has been taken to obtain a highly
polarized sample of l` in the stopping target. The
"eld of the precession magnet has been made ho-
mogeneous enough so that the loss of muon polar-
ization due to inhomogeneities now is less than 1%.
The time-dependent e!ect of a 300 Hz ripple has
been reduced to a relative amplitude of 4]10~4.
The long-term stability of the power supply is bet-
ter than 4]10~5.

The positrons are tracked by a 150 mm thick
drift chamber. At our typical positron rates of
+2]105 s~1 the detection e$ciency per plane is
98%, while the rms position resolution is equal to
170 lm.

Polarized electrons in a 1 mm thick magnetized
foil serve as analyzer for the transverse polarization
of the decay positron. The electron polarization has
been determined to be 8.2%. The magnetization as
measured at positions along the "eld direction and
within the "ducial region of $100 mm changes by
less than 2%.

Annihilation-in-#ight of the positrons serves as
the analyzing reaction. Since less than 1 in 104
positrons are annihilating in the magnetized foil, it
was essential to develop a trigger suppressing acci-
dental events caused by positrons and their asso-
ciated bremsstrahlung. Besides individual BGO
and sum thresholds this is done by a specially
designed cluster recognition unit.

The BGO pulse height spectra are calibrated at
the low-energy end by an Am}Be nc source and at
the high-energy end by cosmic rays. With cosmic
muons all modules are calibrated within 1 h, both
for measurements with or without beam.

The stability of the BGO output signals is con-
trolled with LEDs, for which a special driver has
been developed.

The readout system is based on a multibranch
scalable FERA system. The e!ective rate of annihi-
lation events was 50 s~1.

The setting of the high voltages, the magnetiz-
ation of the analyzing foil, the setting of the
number and magnitude of the LED peaks and the
monitoring of the temperature of the BGO wall are
handled by a slow control system based on Lab-
View.
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In conclusion, an apparatus to measure the
transverse polarization of positrons from the decay
of polarized muons has been constructed, set up
and used successfully. It will be used to increase the
precision of the two polarization components
P
T1

and P
T2

to 3]10~3.
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